Nanocrystallite size distribution and structural properties in alternating hydrogenated nanocrystalline silicon/amorphous silicon multilayers were investigated by means of Raman scattering. The obtained Raman spectra show a broad peak at ϳ480 cm Ϫ1 from amorphous Si and some small peaks superposed on the broad peak. According to the positions of the crystallite peak, the mean crystallite size and volume fraction of the crystalline were calculated. Since these small peaks have strong size dependence of their relative intensities, an effect induced by the atomic vibrations from the near-surface region of nanocrystals is considered to be responsible for the modification of the vibrational properties and the stable photoluminescence from our samples. © 1996 American Institute of Physics. ͓S0003-6951͑96͒03430-4͔
Since the discovery of porous silicon ͑PS͒ photoluminescence ͑PL͒ in visible range at room temperature, 1 materials of nanometer sized silicon crystallites have become the subject of great interest because they exhibit new quantum phenomena and have favorable applications in optoelectronic devices. Various methods have been applied to produce light-emitting nanometer materials. These prepared materials, however, need postprocessing, 2, 3 high-temperature treatment, 4 and/or chemical etching 5 to obtain stable PL. Recently, Liu et al. 6 fabricated the nanocrystallite material embedded in hydrogenated amorphous silicon films which are prepared by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition ͑PECVD͒. This kind of PECVD material can not only emit the PL at room temperature but also show high PL stability without any postprocessing. Its PL properties depend on the deposition parameters and are closely related to the nanocrystallite sizes and volume fraction of the crystalline. Subsequently, Tong et al. 7 reported the preparation of layer-bylayer deposited hydrogenated nanocrystalline silicon/ amorphous silicon ͑nc-Si:H/␣-Si:H͒ multilayers ͑MLs͒. These MLs also display stable PL without any postprocessing. They attributed the PL to the results of quantum confinement effects in the nanocrystalline sublayers.
Raman scattering as an effective tool has been widely used to estimate the characteristic sizes of crystallites and to disclose their structural properties in nanometer materials via the phonon confinement effect. [8] [9] [10] To obtain more information from microstructure, in this letter we further investigate the Raman scattering of this kind of PECVD MLs based on the previous work. 6, 7 Some new and significant results, which are different from those reported from earlier authors, were obtained. We will discuss all the results.
Polished crystal Si wafers were used for sample substrates. The samples we used were deposited with a conventional diode glow discharge system with capacitance electrodes. The substrate temperature was controlled at 300°C and the rf power density of glow discharge 0.44 W/cm 2 during sample deposition. Two ML samples ͑A and B͒ were prepared with 50 periods. The thickness of single nc-Si:H and ␣-Si:H sublayers in sample A were 3 and 8 nm and those in sample B, 2.2 and 8 nm, respectively. Details of sample preparation have been described in the previous literature. 6, 7 Raman spectra were measured on a SPEX 1403 Raman spectrometer using the 496.5 nm line of Ar ϩ laser as excitation source. A cooled RCA 3103 photomultiplier tube and photon counting electronics interfaced to a microcomputer were used to collect and analyze the data. The power illuminating the samples were 15 mW focused at an area of about ϫ0.8 2 mm
2
. The samples were kept in air during the Raman spectral measurements. All experiments were performed in the unpolarized backscattering geometry. The spectral resolution of the instrument was 2 cm Ϫ1 and the scanning accuracy 1 cm
Ϫ1
. Figure 1 presents the x-ray diffraction pattern of sample B, taken using a Rigaku D/max-rA x-ray diffractometer. Similar x-ray diffraction pattern can be obtained from sample A. The result indicates that the ML samples used in our experiments are periodic, and the two neighboring sublayers are of different structure. Shown in Fig. 2 is the Raman spectrum of the sample A in the frequency range of 400-560 cm
. The spectrum is obviously asymmetric and its tail extends down to less than 400 cm
. In the spectrum, in addition to the typical TO-like peak of amorphous Si at ϳ480 cm
, five small peaks superposed on the broad amorphous peak are observed at 439, 462, 478, 486, and a͒ Also at Department of Chemistry, Nanjing University, Nanjing 210093, People's Republic of China.
. Obviously, the appearance of these subtle structures indicates the presence of small crystallites with new structure in the sample. According to the previous literature, 6, 11, 12 the crystallite peak at 515 cm Ϫ1 can be used to deduce the mean crystallite size d and volume fraction X c of the crystalline conveniently. For the mean crystallite size we can calculate from the formula dϭ2(B/⌬)
, where ⌬ is the peak shift for the microcrystalline as compared to that of the c-Si and Bϭ2.0 cm Ϫ1 nm 2 . For our experimental result of ⌬ϭ6 cm
, we can easily obtain the mean crystallite size dϭ3.5 nm. To obtain the X c , we may dissolve the Raman spectrum into two parts. One is composed of a crystalline component I c from the integrated Raman scattering intensity peak at 515 cm
, and the other is the amorphous component I ␣ at around 480 cm Ϫ1 which includes amorphous tissue and interface regions between crystallites. The ratio of the volume fraction of crystalline is defined by X c ϭI c /(I c ϩI ␣ ), where is a scattering factor. For the crystalline size of a few nm, Ӎ1.0. 13 Thus, X c can be obtained to be about 6% for the sample A.
The corresponding Raman spectrum of the sample B is shown in Fig. 3 . The spectrum is different from that of the sample A. The crystalline peak is clearly observed at 504 cm
. Similar to the above calculation, from this crystalline peak we can obtain the mean crystallite size dϭ2.2 nm and the crystalline volume fraction X c ϭ13%. Obviously, these peaks at 446, 464, 477, and 486 cm Ϫ1 show different relative intensities as compared to those in Fig. 2 , indicating that their intensities have strong crystallite size dependence and the size distribution and structure of crystallites between the samples A and B have a large difference.
From the above results, it can be known that the mean crystallite size and volume fraction of the crystalline depend on the thickness of nc-Si:H sublayers. The sample with thin nc-Si:H sublayer thickness has small mean crystallite size and large crystalline fraction. The conclusion is in good agreement with the result reported in the previous literature. 7 Since the PL intensity is related to the crystallite sizes and crystalline volume fraction, we could improve the PL properties by controlling the thickness of nc-Si:H sublayers during ML deposition.
Since our ML samples are of the stable PL properties, the question that arises is: what is the mechanism which causes the stable PL in this kind of PECVD material. Here we give an analysis for the nanocrystallite structure based on our experimental results. For small peaks at 439 and 446 cm Ϫ1 , which appear in Figs. 2 and 3 , according to their positions about 9 cm Ϫ1 in sample A and about 16 cm Ϫ1 in sample B somewhat higher than that at about 430 cm Ϫ1 observed by Okada et al., 14 it seems likely to think that they belong to the surface modes, which occur only for small silicon particles, of a size less than 25 nm. If so, the elastic strain in these samples connected with the two peaks can be calculated to be far greater than a value induced from relative deviation of the lattice constant. [15] [16] [17] On the other hand, the surface mode should increase its intensity with decreasing either the sublayer thickness of nc-Si:H or the grain size, which means the smaller the nanocrystallite size or the larger the crystalline fraction, the stronger the surface effect. However, our experimental results disagree with such a prediction. Their intensities are almost the same in samples A and B. Therefore, the two peaks cannot be attributed to the surface modes. For these small peaks at 462͑464͒, 478͑477͒, and 486 cm Ϫ1 , we cannot predict their existence due to the microcrystals in terms of the phonon confinement model. 8 If they are regarded as the kind of crystalline peak which comes from various small nanocrystallites, similar to the above calculation 11, 12 we may infer that the three peaks are connected with scattering of the nanocrystallites with sizes around 1.5 nm. Alben et al. 18 calculated the Raman spectra of ␣-Si composed of wurtzite crystallites of size ϳ1.5 nm which are frequently reported to occur in ␣-Si.
19-21 The obtained TO peak frequency was at ϳ500 cm Ϫ1 and its width is ϳ20 cm
. Abdulhalim et al. 19 examined the Raman spectra of ␣-Si:H as functions of laser irradiation time and laser intensities and found that the intensity oscillation of these small peaks at 465, 474, and 488 cm Ϫ1 in their experiments with irradiation time could be due to various possible metastable states which relate to a change of phonon density of state. Their appearances may possibly originate from the splitting of the 500 cm Ϫ1 peak, indicating the existence of wurtzite crystallites of size ϳ1.5 nm in an amorphous matrix. However, the discrepancy between the calculated ͑Ref. 18͒ and measured ͑Ref. 19͒ Raman spectra is apparent. To identify the origin of these small peaks in our experimental results, we examined the Raman spectra as functions of the illumination time of incident light. The obtained results indicate that their intensities and frequencies hardly changed under our experimental conditions during the illumination time more than 100 min. Thus, we cannot convincingly assign these small peaks to scattering from the nanocrystallites with sizes around 1.5 nm.
A possible interpretation for these small peaks at 439͑446͒, 462͑464͒, 478͑477͒, and 486 cm Ϫ1 can be made in terms of the shell structural model for nanocrystals. Experimentally, Kanemitsu et al. 22 first revealed a possible shell structure of the nanocrystals by their size dependent optical-absorption spectrum and PL studies on PS, where the visible room-temperature PL is attributed to the contribution of the near-surface region of crystallites. Xia et al. 17 examined the Raman spectra of nc-Si:H films and found that for the samples with sizes of 2.2 nmϽdϽ5.3 nm, the Raman spectra can be composed of two vibrational bands, one from atoms at the near-surface region ͑labeled the s band͒ and the other from the crystalline core of the nanocrystals ͑labeled the c band͒, in addition to the amorphouslike bank by combining the effects of elastic strain and confinement on the phonon frequencies. They disclosed that the relative intensity crystallite-size dependence of the two spectral bands implies a possible relationship between the Raman peak ͑s band͒ and the shell structure of the nanocrystals. For our ML samples, the amorphous and crystallite bands are obvious. However, the difference is the s band consisting of four small peaks in our experiments, instead of one band calculated by Xia et al., 17 and these small peaks show the strong size dependence of their relative intensities. This means that the modification of the vibrational spectra originates from a combined contribution of the elastic strain and 3D confinement. The more complicated Raman spectra obtained in our experiments are also closely related to an effect induced by the atomic vibrations from the near-surface region of nanocrystals. The existence of the compressive strain exerted on the nanocrystals leads to the up-shifts of the low-frequency peaks from 439 to 446 cm Ϫ1 ͑from sample A to sample B͒ thereby compensating the downward shifts caused by the phonon confinement. Thus, the shell region of the nanocrystals in our samples, sandwiched between the crystalline core and disordered outer surface, may have more complicated vibrational and structural properties. The shell region may be responsible for the stable PL from our ML samples. 17, 22 In summary, we have investigated the Raman scattering of alternating nc-Si:H/␣-Si MLs with visible light-emission prepared by PECVD method. The obtained Raman spectra can be composed of two vibrational bands, the c band from the crystalline core of the nanocrystals and the s band from atoms at the near-surface region of nanocrystals, in addition to the amorphouslike band at ϳ480 cm
. According to the position of the c band, the mean crystallite size and volume fraction of the crystalline were calculated. The s band consists of four small peaks which have the strong size dependence of their relative intensities. We attribute it to scattering from the atomic vibrations in the near-surface region of nanocrystals. The shell region in our samples has complicated vibrational and structural properties and is considered to be responsible for the stable PL from our samples.
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